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abstract

This project develops a design for a Trappist monastery to be

past requirements of Trappist monastic orders to help create a

built within the Auckland central business district (C.B.D) area.

revenue stream to function.

This is an investigation into the opportunity of learning from

Auckland City was selected due to the current lack of integration

various architectural cultures. Specifically, this project begins

of spiritual and public spaces; this project presents a way to

to investigate the selected monastic communities and the

change this. The buildings pliability was be looked at to ensure

architectural principles related to them. These relevant principles

a result that is suited to the particular factors of Auckland City.

are obtained and applied to a city context in New Zealand.

The development of design investigation uses various methods

The Trappist monastic order was selected due to the spiritual

to create a cumulative synthesis of research by, for and into

requirements and how it follows parallel to the peaceful space

the design - providing an architectural resonance with all the

required for this project. The monastic typology acts as a

required

precedent in which the architectural principles have the chance

describes the formal and theoretical processes taken in response

to be expended within a typology with which New Zealand is

to the research question.

unfamiliar.

There are two main paths of questioning that will be followed

This project involves the design of a Trappist monastery based

in this research. Firstly, what exactly are the architectural

upon traditional functions and requirements. The monastic ideal

characteristics of the monastery, does this architecture relate to

of solitude is used in the design of this project along with the

the nature of the space within, and if so, how? Secondly, does

practical approach of a brewery. This is to fulfil the financial

the relationship between religion and spirituality become evident

requirements of running the monastery along with the integration

in the spaces of the urban monastery, and give clues as to ways

of the monks and the surrounding community. This function follows

of designing these spaces?

encompassing

ideas.

This

explanatory

document
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1.1 Outline of the Project

1.2

Key Terms

Solitude in the City
“You can’t always start from the beginning.”
-

1

solitude [sol-i-tood]

Herzog and de Meuron

noun.

remoteness from habitations, as of a place;
absence of human activity.

The design of a contemporary monastery was born and based on

2

city [sit-ee]

my everyday observations and conclusions on various social and

noun.

religious matters.

the major metropolitan centre of a region;
downtown.

Such matters include the noticeable propensity of people to
religion, the placing of religion in modern life and the placing of

The Open Cloister

monasticism as compared to contemporary religion.

open [o-pen]

The life of the modern man, the social contribution of religious

adj.

institutions, the state of modern international sacred designs and
lastly modern architecture about the above.

allowing access, passage, or a view through an
empty space; not closed or blocked.

cloister [kloi-ster]
noun.

a covered walk, especially in a religious
institution, having an open arcade or colonnade
usually opening onto a courtyard.

1

Rowan Moore and Raymund Ryan, Building Tate Modern: Herzog and de Meuron

2

Figure 1 Jubilee Church, Richard Meier (left)

Solitude | Define Solitude at Dictionary.com, http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/
solitude?s=t

(London: Tate Gallery,2000), 29.
(photograph: author)

3

3

(accessed July 19, 2015).

Cloister | Define Cloister at Dictionary.com, http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/
cloister?s=t

(accessed July 07, 2015).
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1.3

Research Question

and home-life. The live-work programme is by no means a new

How can the adaptive re-use of a historic site in Auckland’s CBD,

architectural typology. However, this project aims to explore

successfully house a monastic community to create a place of

how the traditional notion of live- work can be adapted to the

solitude?

21st century lifestyle where stress, a common by- product in our
lives, can be relieved by the building with the use of ‘retreat’ and

1.4

Aims and Objectives

‘prayer’. Transitional spaces are used to encapsulate liminality

This project will develop a design for a Trappist monastery to

for a periodic respite between the two spheres of home-life and

be built within Auckland City and will explore the possibility of

work-life.

learning from different architectural cultures and specifically will
investigate selected celestial architectural principles applied to a

1.5

Scope and Limitations

New Zealand context. The aim of this project is to also prompt the

The project proposes that the monks will live and work within

discussion of the concept of sacred space and how architecture

the same building and deals with the ‘live-with’ section of the

connects to the spiritual to begin with.

live-work typology. The terms define the pertinent degree of the
spatial partition within live-work buildings that is; ‘live-with’ and

pax er ora – peace and prayer

‘live-nearby’.

4

The intention of the transitional space between the two activities

A busy urban scene has been determined as pertinent for the

(monastery and brewery) is to allow the occupants a ‘break’

location of this project. The site located in a metropolitan area

from the often stressful constraints that accompany work-life

provides access to amenities and reinforces the importance of the
4

Thomas Dolan, Live-Work Planning and Design: Zero-Commute Housing (Hoboken: John
Wiley & Sons, 2012), 16.
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integration of the monastic community in the urban environment.

The design of a specifically selected building, will take into

This project brief, for the most part, specifies the need for a

consideration

site located within a dense urban area for the intervention to

architectural transformations, and will explore ways to combine

sufficiently test the research question. The selected site, located

new architectural elements within an existing fabric while ensuring

in central Auckland, New Zealand meets this criterion.

its heritage integrity is not lost, yet being aware that there will be

current

techniques

of

adaptive

re-use

and

unforeseen restrictions and limitations.
It has been identified in the project that the user groups for the
building will be monks of the Trappist Order. For the occupants

Through careful investigation of the site, and city and the historical

to be able to achieve ‘retreat’ but also have the opportunity

and social influences, an adaptive re-use of the selected site

for societal interaction, it is considered that the intervention is

will carefully inform the design in a way that aims to encourage

to host twenty cells and involve the integration of a brew-pub

future development of surrounding heritage buildings.

and chapel on site. The demand for the living spaces and the
working spaces to be physically separated is significant to this
project as this provides space in-between, where the ‘retreat’
can be experienced.

This project will investigate ways in which heritage buildings
can be successfully reintegrated into our functioning city fabric
through adaptive re-use.

introduction
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“For then are they monks in truth, if they live by the work of their
hands ... Idleness is the enemy of the soul. Therefore, all the
community must be occupied at definite times in manual labour.”

5

- Rule 48, Rules of Saint Benedict

Figure 2 Fra Angelico’s painting of Saint Benedict of Nursia, founder of the Benedictine Order

.

5

Rule 48 from the ‘Rules of Saint Benedict’ quoted in, Redwoods Monastery - Manual
Labor, http://www.redwoodsabbey.org/Life/Labor/ (accessed 02.05.2015).

introduction
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2.1

Methodological Approach

During the journey to design sacred space, architecture finds

The Relevance of Sacred Architecture today –

working against, working against its nature, and all the while it

It is not necessarily the idea of religion that raises concern but

struggles to make use of the material to articulate what then

rather, something more like the term ineffable or perhaps the term

exceeds the material. In the making of sacred architecture, we

sacred. There is a French concept of l’espace indicible. Indicible

must use the physical to express the abstract.

translates to unspeakable which refers to the ideas of Jacques
Derrida, who talks about the problems of orality, or speech as

“The ability of architecture to create the sacred, not to merely

opposed to writing.

just enclose it, but to have the ability of architecture to create
a sense of awe, regardless of whether one comes to it with the

Indicible also proposes the undecidable, which is Derrida’s term

formality of religious practice in mind, since they are places

for the problems of any analytic decision between conditions

to which no one brings a belief of ritual or a predisposition to

as sacred or what is coarse after Derrida’s constraint of the

religious experience.”

6

possibility of the analytic decision. In his design of the Chapel of

- Paul Goldberger

Notre Dame du Haut at Ranchamp, Le Corbusier describes the
interior as ‘l’espace indicible’ as a spiritual experience that was

There are always going to be people who believe the aesthetic

hard to describe.

is sacred, but also there will always be the people who think the
sacred has no need for the aesthetic. This peoject will attempt
to make the stand that architecture can therefore manipulate,
to an extent, the environment of a sacred place by its formal

Figure 3 Church of Saint-Pierre, France (left)

(photograph: Henry Plummer 2011)

6

Paul Goldberger, ‘Architecture, Sacred Space and the Challenge of the Modern’, lecture
at Chautauqua Instition, (12th August 2012). http://www.paulgoldberger.com/lectures/46
(accessed 02.08.2015).
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presence and qualities. It will be formed around a progression

2.2

Exploration

of problem-solving with each development guiding the next.

Ornament and function go together. In traditional architecture,

Finding useful precedents, writings, and an in-depth site analysis

which was more bound to nature, the separation of ornament

will identify what problems will arise with the project.

and function never existed.
The breakdown of the human modification of architecture can

This research method allows for a range of sources to be consulted

be traced to the constrained conceptual separation of ornament

with which it can be developed through the exploration of the

from function, a relatively contemporary existence in human

design process. This area will form a major part of the research

history. Any influence the object or place has on the user is part

process and is appropriate to this topic.

of its function. However, any adornment will certainly also impact

With this in mind, I would like to imagine that the notion of the

the user, so the experience cannot part with any particular

conceptual can then develop a language that then becomes

aspect of a pure function.

familiar and combines the architectural with the religious
experience. To then see them as not the same but by themselves

In the process of this design, the end product will develop

as something that can enrich another and only then bring the

qualities of life when we go through a connected arrangement

concept to a whole new height of meaning.

of steps. How can we know, what we are designing on paper
satisfies those uses when built? It is only through the re-use of
resolutions that have been found provisionally to be successful
that we can reach some measure of success in our designs.

19
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A simple function is rarely without it’s complications. Analysing

The plan of the building itself is to be simple. The design was first

some outstanding design solutions from the past might expose

to integrate with the inner and outer communities of the Drake

some real surprises. What we thought to be a strictly working

Street site. By optimising this and the amenity for the proposed

solution could just as easily have emerged from taking into

project, then the creation and adaptation of the original facades

account the entirety of the geometrical composition. This holds

can be made.

true to every extent, from rooms and buildings to urban spaces.
They work and give comfort at the same time.

The project’s contribution to the street i.e. its north elevation
includes a series of vertical forms. This balances the façade while

This building will be designed in a contemporary dialect, in a

also seeking to generate a powerful street wall. The material

style and materialisation balanced with the original building.

palette is one of both natural and robust materials with sympathy

Embracing a classical formality, the façade aims to establish a

to the immediate natural surroundings. The original front facade is

civic presence and emphasise the role of the activities inside. The

left untouched to blend into the period architecture of the street.

brick is complemented by an architectural pre-cast arcade and
sills, which gives priority to the logic of the façade.

“Architecture, instead of being a mere tool of form and function,

The central space is constructed of a reinforced steel frame. The

can play a key role in renewing the spirit.”

interior is characterised by these steel frames that support the

7

- Anthony Lawlor

upper balcony and form of the latest addition above, achieving a
strong continuous line from the ground plane to the roof structure
and forming an uplifting space to inspire prayer.
7

Anthony Lawlor, The Temple in the House: Finding the Sacred in Everyday Architecture
(New York, USA: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1994).
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We can ask whether architecture in itself, can even conceive the

Another design approach that greatly impacted the design

sacred in the beginning? Goldberger answers this by saying that

decision was the use of different media, like digital software and

whatever is sacred is what we choose to sanctify.

physical model making to achieve visually satisfying solutions to

This points out that what ever the experience, the architecture

respond to the rational requirements of the project.

and the sacred are going to co-exist and that “while great
architecture can and often enhances the religious experience,
architecture by itself, is not likely to create it.
The ability of architecture to construct the sacred, which is to
say that the ability of architecture to construct a sense of awe,
regardless of whether one comes to it with the rituals of religious
practice in mind.”

8

The method used for the design process of the project was mainly
pragmatic research through historical literature, site analysis and
design brief.
This method helped to resolve the rational aspects of the project
such as the spatial organisation and orientation of the important
aspects of the building and site.

adaptive re-use
|
selection of principles
|
new zealand context
|
monastery
|
trappists
|
revenue
The above diagram shows the process taken in order to begin the
research for this project.
The following diagram demonstrates the concept of taking an
exising thing, in this case a single line, and manipulating it in order
to give it a new meaning. If you focus on the white space, it
begins to expose the ‘unravelling’ of the cloister, an idea which is
to be investigated throughly throughout this project.

8

Paul Goldberger, ‘Architecture, Sacred Space and the Challenge of the Modern’, lecture

at Chautauqua Instition, (12th August 2012). http://www.paulgoldberger.com/lectures/46 (accessed
02.08.2015).
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Figure 4 Exploration of conceptual investigation

(illustration: author)
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A collection of building analyses invites the comparison of one

Western Monasticism developed from Eastern Monasticism and

building with another to highlight common themes and what is

the Egyptian desert fathers and achieved some independence

special in each one. In this chapter, we draw attention to some

from the East as early as the 5th century.

recurring themes from the following pages. Although these

The writings of St. Augustine, especially in the work of his maturity,

themes will be familiar to those educated in architecture, we

City of God, synchronize many of the ideas that came to be

want to draw attention to a few buildings where their presence

valued by those who pursued the monastic life as the ideal

is particularly clear. Readers will find other examples. This list

expression of a truly Christian life in the West. Eastern Monastics

becomes no more than a hint of bigger topics.

expressed their search for God by living as hermits.
Western Monasticism, under the influence of the Rule of St.

3.1

Monasteries and the Orders

Monasteries are places for monastic life. They are havens for the

Benedict, led a coenobitic lifestyle that mediated encounters
with God through community life.

abandonment of the world, for prayer and the external praise of
God, for silence, asceticism and obedience.

There is written record dating back to 9 A.D. of monastery layouts

A monastery is the architectural expression of life ordered by

that remained intact through the centuries with only minor

strict rules. Because of the extensive real estate of the complex,

modifications.

a monastery could also be a self-sufficient, profitable economic

The tenth and twelfth centuries marked the golden age of

enterprise that produced goods for its use and sale. This provided

Monasticism; certain monastic orders grew and expanded

some monastic communities with enormous wealth over the

at astounding rates unrivalled by any other movement in the

years.

Medieval Age.

Figure 5 Notre Dame du Haut, Ronchamp, France - 1953-55 (left)
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In a period where Europe was governed by primitive systems of

The home of the integral monk should reflect an atmosphere of

coalition, monasteries became spiritual retreats where a certain

contemplation and silence. Many traditional monasteries avoid

cognitive and moral objectivity could be attained, allowing them

excessive decoration, cluttered environments and bright colours.

to pray openly and deal with disputes and conflicts. The social

This is a good guideline, as environments that stimulate can also

influence of monasteries grew, and they became the seats of

result in distracting thoughts and activities and would, for many,

both spiritual and political power.

disturb the monastic life.

The monastery acts as a retreat for monks as it offers them a

Traditional monasteries need to be as self-sufficient as possible

place to pray, to reflect and live as a community.

as it is important to their isolated nature. This project looks at

As a set of buildings, the monastery is a collection of structures in

creating a self-sufficient source of revenue for the monastery.

a rural setting. This removal of the monks from the city is a way for

“Monks of the charterhouses inherited the Benedictine obligation

them to find placidity and an intimacy with nature and to God.

to work, but the location of this was only in their individual cell

It is easy to see a trend in the organisation of monastic buildings:

and garden. It was, therefore, necessary to compose a group of

there is a tendency towards the arrangements of pieces around

‘lay-brothers’ to which their job was to supply the needs of the

a central cloistered garden.

monastery” and, in this case, to help run it.

9

What then becomes compelling about this arrangement is the
way that the courtyard acts less as a ‘centre’ of each of the

Monks within monasteries will not live an exclusively communal

surrounding buildings.

life as rules dictate that “Dominicans shall at certain hours be
solitary. A man desiring to compose his mind, to meditate and
9

Wolfgang Braunfels, Monasteries of Western Europe: The Architecture of the Orders
(London: Thames and Hudson Ltd, 1972), 113.
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study must have a closed room to himself. This the monk finds in

Over the centuries, monasteries earned tremendous architectural

his cell.”

achievements. It is hardly possible today to sense how important

10

Designs of the Church were to rise from the ground reaching

these were, since what survives is only fragmenting, yet these

for the heavens as “the Christian sees the altar as the high

structures and remains are still greatly admired.

place where the earth arches up towards heaven. Christ in the
sacrament descends onto the altar.”

The following plans are characteristic in regards to a typical

11

Traditionally the idea of the monk reaching a level of poverty was

monastery. The plan of Eberbach is as it was in the late Middle

to get closer to God as “sovereign independence of possessions

Ages. The small refectory, which was, larger at the end of the

as well as of want, which raises poverty to a spiritual level.”

Middle Ages. Most orders preferred to have their cloisters to the

12

The cloister within a monastery complex was a courtyard with a

south of the church: here, as often, the shape of the site forced

garden within it. They were places of contemplation and purity.

the Cistercians to put it on the north side.

They had roofs surrounding the perimeter to give shelter from the

The plan of Le Thoronet shows the medieval buildings which

elements allowing the monks to stroll, pray and contemplate.

begun in c.1146 when the abbey was moved from Tourtour and

13

mostly of the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.

14

Traditional monastic orders draw together several ideas; that of

Lastly, the plan of Rievaulx shows the buildings of which are still

solitude, the reduction of a social agenda, prosaic architecture,

mainly twelfth century, the chief exceptions being the thirteenth-

and a sacred environment.

century refectory and choir which today the dominant feature of
the church and is in mid-thirteenth century English Gothic.

10

Anton Henze, La Tourette: The Le Corbusier Monastery (London: Bedford Square. 1966), 12.

11

Henze, La Tourette, 13.

12

Henze, La Tourette, 15.

13

15

Christopher Brooke, The Age of Cloister: The Story of Monastic Life in the Middle Ages,
(New York: Paulist Press, 2001), 96.

14

Brooke, The Age of Cloister, 175.

15

Brooke, The Age of Cloister, 190.
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The following abbreviations are used in the plans:
Abb

–

Abbatai, abbot’s lodging

Arm

–

Armarium, book cupboard or room

Atr

–

Atrium, narthex, courtyard to the west of church

Cal

–

Calefactorium, calefactory, warming room.

Cap

–

Capiulum, chapter house

Cla

–

Claustrum, cloister

Conv

–

Conversi, lay brothers (quarters of)

Coq

–

Coqina, kitchen

Dor

–

Dormitorium, dormitory

Eccl

–

Ecclesia, church

Inf

–

Infirmaria, infirmary

Lat

–

Latrina, latrine(s)

Lav

–

Lavatorium, ceremonial wash-place in cloister

Nov

–

Noviciorum cella, novices’ room

Pr

–

Prioratus, prior’s lodging

Ref

–

Refectorium, refectory

16

Christopher Brooke, The Age of Cloister: The Story of Monastic Life in the Middle Ages,
(New York: Paulist Press, 2001), xi.
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16

Figure 6 Characteristic Plan of Eberbach, Rheingau, Germany

Figure 7 Characteristic Plan of Le Thoronet, Provence, France

Figure 8 Characteristic Plan of Rievaulx, North Yorkshire, United Kingdom
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franciscan
assisi, italy
1209

byzantinian

carmelite

mt athos,

mt carmel,

greece

israel

12th Century

12th Century

dominican
santa sabina,
italy
11th Century

benedictine
subiaco, italy
5th Century

Figure 9 Origins of Monastic Orders (author)
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Cistercian Monasteries

Soon after this, the Cistercian Order started on a steady decline

In 1098, the Cistercian Order was founded when monks from the

that was then augmented by The Reformation as well as the

Benedictine Abbey of Molesme renounced in order to create

French Revolution, which nearly concluded the Order. The

their monastery in Citeaux, France, feeling that everything had

reduction of sculpture and colour in Cistercian architecture

become too relaxed in Molesme.

meant the handling of stone reached new heights, resulting in

They wished to return to a stricter adherence to the teachings of

simplicity and geometric clarity becoming key ideas.

18

St. Benedict which called for austerity and manual labour. Their
religious foundation underlined work, prayer and self-denial as

“Everything superfluous was forbidden, and what was built was to

their main distinction.

be plain, chaste and lasting. Attention was consequently paid to
the stone, to its careful dressing and fitting, and to the proportions

From the beginning, the Cistercians acquired land to utilise and

of the rooms that it defined. Everything was built from the same

farm, many of which included vineyards. As the Order developed,

pale, smooth-hewn stones. Stone is always more suggestive of

each abbey was hugely independent except for the guiding

permanence than wood or plaster, more rigid and solid.”

19

agreement that all abbeys of the order followed.
By 1152, there were over three hundred Cistercian Monasteries

Materiality and overall architectural style will be minimalist and

in Europe and at the peak in the 1300’s, the Cistercians were the

reductive in nature. The project will align itself with John Pawson’s

most powerful religious order in Europe.

design of Novy Dvur Monastery.

17

Pawson describes his design as following the blueprint drawn
up in the twelfth century by St Bernard of Clairvaux which states
17

Christopher Brooke, The Age of Cloister: The Story of Monastic Life in the Middle Ages,

18

(New York: Paulist Press, 2001), 166-194

19

Brooke, The Age of Cloister, 166-194
Wolfgang Braunfels, Monasteries of Western Europe: The Architecture of the Orders
(London: Thames and Hudson Ltd, 1972), 74.
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aesthetic requirements as “placing emphasis on the quality of

The Cistercian Monastic order according to Bernard of Clairvaux

light and proportion, on simple, pared down elevations, and

reaffirmed the strict rule of St Benedict. Bernard was critical of

restrained detailing and spatial clarity.”

the wealth and opulence that had crept into churches and

20

monasteries. Devotion for him was not related to extravagant
At the time when Benedictines from the Order of Cluny,

paintings, sculptures or buildings, but was according to an

worshipped God within regally designed churches, a monk called

ascetic lifestyle.

Robert de Molesme suggested that they relapsed to the strict rule

The architecture of the Cistercian order “followed more traditional

of St Benedict of Nursia (in prayer, seclusion and living by manual

lines with a straightforward two-storey elevation.”

labour). The “New Monastery” in Citeaux became a model for

In general the Cistercian identity was “conveyed not by specific

the Cistercians monks and lay brothers.

architectural features, but by a tone of simplicity and restraint.”

The Cistercian monastic order believes in prayer while doing

St Benedict himself saw much of the church decorations as a

manual labour and service to others. Within the Cistercian order,

distraction from piety.

21

22

there are monks and lay brothers. Lay brothers are there as
companions and take care of the daily running the monastery.

A cloistered life is also another name for the life of a monk or a

The lay brothers and monks are kept separate in all parts of the

nun in a contained religious order. The contemporary English term

monastery except for the circulation of the cloister, refectory and

enclosure is used in contemporary Catholic translations to mean

the church; although even in the church, they are in separate

cloistered and some form of the Latin parent work ‘claustrum’ is

areas.

frequently used as a brand name for the monastery in languages
such as German.

20

23

a f a s i a: John Pawson, http://afasiaarq.blogspot.com/2012/04/john-pawson_27.html

21

Roger Stalley, Early Medieval Architecture (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1999), 175.

(accessed 07.07.2015).

22

Stalley, Early Medieval Architecture, 182.

23

Cloister - Freebase, http://www.freebase.com/m/01yyjf (accessed 07.07.2015).
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The Cistercians take their name from La Trappe, located in the

These forms of communications are integral to the disciplines

French province of Normandy. A reform movement began there in

of maintaining a general atmosphere of silence, which is an

1664, in reaction to the relaxation of practices in many Cistercian

important factor to continual prayer. Trappist monks speak when

monasteries. In 1892, the reformed ‘Trappists’ broke away from

necessary, this idle talk is discouraged.

the Cistercian order and formed an independent monastic order

Ever since the Enlightenment, the church and the temple have

with the approval of the pope.

ceased to be a leading building task. This reality does not mean

24

that houses of worship have not been built throughout the
The ‘Rule of Saint Benedict’ written in the sixth century, guides

nineteenth and twentieth centuries and up until today. However,

the lives of Trappists. The Rule describes the ideals and values of

this does not change the fact that modern architecture has

a monastic life. Saint Benedict’s insistence on the lack of speech

distanced itself from the sacred.

has little impact on the way of life though they do not take a vow
of silence.

Challenging that distance, this project insists on the continued
need for sacred architecture and this in a two-fold sense: this

In the Cistercian monastery there are three reasons for speaking;

project claims that the sacred needs architecture and similarly,

functional communications at work or in public dialogues,

the architecture needs the sacred.

spiritual exchange with superiors or with a particular member

Untimely as they are, both claims encourage the challenge.

of the community on aspects of one’s conservation on spiritual
occasion.

The first written record of a Cistercian monastery layout dates
back to the ninth century and is known as the St. Gall Utopia.

24

M. Basil Pennington, OSCO “The Cistercians: An Introductory History” The Order of Saint
Benedict (accessed 01.10.2014)
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The dominant element in the tapestry-like layout is the church,
oriented with the sanctuary facing east to the rising sun.
To its south is the monastic cloister, with its surrounding buildings.
On the eastern side of the cloister is the monks’ common room and
the dormitory above. Located to the south of the cloister is the
refectory, where meals are taken, along with the calefactorium,
the one heated room in the complex.
The cellar to the west completes the cloister. There was no reading
room or library; the edge of the church, facing the cloister was
the assigned place for monks to sit and read. The monk’s life
is entirely cenobitic; everything was accomplished together,
whether it is prayer, reading, manual labour, eating, meditation
or sleep.
All the buildings beyond the church and cloister served to
support the contemplative lifestyle of the monks and cater to the
monastery’s increasing political role.

Figure 10 Plan of Saint Gall Monastery (re-worked) - dashed lines represent where four of the five pieces
of parchment were sewn together.
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The life in Cistercian monasteries required strict adherence to the

In every monastery, the same simple rooms were to hold the

same laws day by day, which gave rise to a set of basic spatial

monks, and the same simple utensils and tools to be used.

requirements in all their monasteries.

The churches possessed no towers; the windows displayed

For this reason, it is possible to set out for the Cistercians a binding

colourless patterns, and the only sculpture allowed was a

scheme on which all executed monasteries were variations.

Madonna.

It has been said that a blind Cistercian monk moving into any of

The Cistercians demanded bare, unadorned stone, unplastered

the monasteries would instantly have known where he was. In it

and devoid of figural and ornamental decoration. The Cistercians

the evolution of the medieval Benedictine monastery reaches its

habit was grey-white, woollen and linen cowls, neither bleached

climax and its culmination.

nor coloured, as simple as their buildings.

There are four preconditions for the physical appearance

2.

of Cistercian monasteries: the ideal of poverty, the desire to

The monks wanted to live from the work of their hands in the

escape the world the insistence on affiliation, and a new spirit of

solitude of wooded valleys. But however much they sought out

regulation, inspiring a new functionalism.

the loneliest, most barren combes for their new foundations,

The Desire to Escape the World

however, many decades they lived off the most basic of food,
1.
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The Ideal of Poverty

their hard work in conjunction with the poverty inevitably

The ideal of poverty required each monk and also the monastery

brought prosperity. Moreover, with prosperity, worldly or secular

and the church to be poor and make a show of their poverty.

obligations.

3.

The Insistence on Affiliation

4.

A New Spirit of Regulation, inspiring a New Functionalism

The Cistercians aspired to build their monasteries in total isolation

The fourth precondition, the new spirit of regulation and

from any town, any village, or any castle. They wanted to

functionalism within the monastery, heavily influenced the

avoid the possibility of a village community growing around the

architecture of the Cistercian monastery.

monastery.

The shape, size and place of the buildings were precisely laid

For this reason, they preferred narrow combes for their foundations,

down, that it is possible to set out a standard scheme. The new

so long as there was running water, which is indispensable by

regulatory drive aimed at greater simplicity, clarity and precision.

their Rule. Everywhere they were to be on virgin, preferably un-

Everything superfluous was forbidden, and what was built was to

cleared ground. The choice of locations also implied a jealous

be plain, chaste and lasting.

independence of any bishop and lay lordship.

Attention was consequently paid to the stone, to its careful

They were the first to designate the institution of new monasteries

dressing and fitting, and to the proportions of the rooms it defined.

as a task of the monks themselves.

Everything was built from the same pale, smooth hewn stones.

Monastic communities testified to their divine zeal by the

There were stone floors, stone door and window frames, stone

foundation of daughter-houses that were to remain attached to

walls and stone vaults, and even roofs tiled with stone.

them forever, like children to their parents.

There was nothing out of place, revealing the will and desire

This is the meaning of affiliation, and it was the hope that this

towards absolute harmony.

would result in the diffusion of the Order.
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The Cistercian aesthetic unfolded in this world of stone, which
eventually led on to the Gothic. With figural sculpture and colour
prohibited, the use of stone reached new heights.
This parallels developments in Islamic architecture that came
about as a result of certain religiously motivated constraints. Just
as the commandment to work inevitably produced wealth from
poverty, art flowered from the desire for order.
It was no more possible to sustain utter simplicity, than poverty.

Figure 11 Sultan Suleiman Mosque, Istanbul - 1548-1559
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The Recovery

In Le Corbusier’s design for La Tourette, the complex innate

The monasticism could not be stamped out. Resistance promoted

rationalism, lucidity and intellectual rigor of the Dominican Order

a new idealism. Reports of abuses ceased, and those of new

and its French beginnings enter the present.

foundations increased throughout the nineteenth century.
With the backing of Rome, old Orders were reconstituted; new

The interplay between the cells and the communal rooms in the

Orders and new congregations were founded. Various rulers

Charterhouse of Ema, also known as Galluzzo, outside of Florence

and private individuals founded and encouraged monasteries,

helped Le Corbusier to derive his Modulor.

including the most exacting contemplative Orders.

He saw this as the prototype principle for housing the masses,
equipping apartments with anticipated needs of its inhabitants.

The monastic situation in the late nineteenth and twentieth

In his design for La Tourette, he drew from the old scheme of Le

centuries was a healthy recovery from the persecution of the

Thoronet but enhanced with the Dominican Rule.

eighteenth century. However, the conventual buildings built
during this period of revival are less noteworthy, and many Orders

La Tourette is three storeys high. The traditional monastery is

did not return to the schemes of their medieval precursors.

split between the first and third level, with the scholastic floor

It was no longer possible to distinguish between the Orders on the

sandwiched between the two. The church, cloister, refectory

basis of motifs or layouts. Monastic establishments ceased to be

and chapter house were located on the first floor and the study

a mirror of their Rules.

cells on the third. The scholastic floor, the only publicly accessible
portion of the monastery, became the natural entry point to the
entire structure.
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Figure 12 Interior, Convent of La Tourette, France - 1956-60
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The sloping topography of the site lent itself to such a departure

Many had become accustomed to obeying orders without

from the traditional monastery entrance at the west portal of the

question and did not have difficulty acclimating to the strict and

church. The traditional foundation pavilion situated across the

disciplined ascetic life. Lay brothers began to outnumber choir

refectory in the cloister was reinterpreted as a small oratory.

monks at a ratio of 3:1.
Many monasteries were bursting at the seams and had to build

The divide between strictly monastic activities and the church

additional housing for the newly initiated. The 1950s saw the

that is the traditional meeting place of those cloistered and

birthing of new foundations all around the United States that are

parishioners was accentuated by a physical separation of the

still in existence to this day.

church from the conventual buildings. Another deviation from

In summary:

tradition is the intention to split the cloister into smaller cloisters.

Order of Saint Benedict

The circulation patterns break the traditional pattern of movement

Roman Catholic Religious Order

within the monastery, allowing one to “inhabit” the cloister, to
move through it rather just around it.

‘Black Monks’, c.529 AD
|
Cistercian Order
Catholic Order

After World War II ended in 1945, there was a vast wave of

‘White Monks’, 1098 AD

applicants to the monastic orders. Men, who had come face to

|

face with death and had become disillusioned by the atrocities

Trappist Order

of war were seeking answers to issues of life and sought the shelter

Catholic Order

and contemplative lifestyle that monastic orders offered.

c. 1664 AD
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Le Thoronet (L’abbaye du Thoronet) – 1160-1230
Architect Unknown
Var Department of Provence, France
Nestled in the wooded valleys in Provence, Le Thoronet was a
former Cistercian Abbey that was built in the late twelfth and
early thirteenth century and is now been restored as a museum.
It is located between the towns of Draguignan and Brignoles in
the Var Department of Provence, in the southeast of France.

Following the Rule of Saint Benedict, Thoronet Abbey was
designed to be an independant community and taking care
of all of its needs. The monks lived isolated in the center of this
community, where access by laymen was prohibited.

25

The design of the Abbey was a manifestation of the religious
principles of the Cistercians. It used the purest and most basic
elements; rock, light and water, to create an ascetic, pure and
modest world for the monks to inhabit.

25
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Christopher Brooke, Medieval Church and Society, (New York: Paulist Press, 2001) 166

Figure 13 Detail of column capital, Le Thoronet

Figure 14 Lavatorium, Le Thoronet

Figure 15 Columns surrounding cloister, Le Thoronet
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Figure 16 Internal Corridor, Le Thoronet
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Figure 17 Cloister, Le Thoronet

The simplicity of the design was supposed to inspire a simple life
and the avoidance of distractions.

26

Roughly forty meters long and twenty meters wide, the church
has been arranged to the form of a Latin cross, orientated from
east to west with the choir and altar located at the east end.
It is located at the highest point of the site with a plain exterior
with no decoration.

Figure 18 Le Thoronet

26

Anton Henze, La Tourette: The Le Corbusier Monastery (London: Bedford Square. 1966), 12.

Figures 12-17 Abbaye du Thoronet, photographer: Lucien Hervé
Figure 19 Sketch of the exterior of La Tourette and ground plan (author)
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Tautra Monastery – 2006
Jensen and Skodvin Arkitektkontor
Tautra, Midsund, Norway
Tautra Abbey was a Cistercian monastery that was founded on
the island of Tautra in Norway in the 13th Century. This Abbey
lasted until the sixteenth Century after it closed as a part of the
Protestant Reformation.
A community of eighteen Trappistine nuns formed a new monastery
at the end of the twentieth Century. This is the present Tautra
monastery and the first Cistercian settlement in Norway since
the Reformation. It was founded near the ruins of the medieval
monastery in 1999 and the Trappistine nuns who established the
monastery hope to act as a point of contact between Cistercian
spirituality and Norwegian traditions.

In the start, the nuns needed to build three small houses with the
essential rooms, the Chapel, the refectory, the chapter room and
scriptorium. There wasn’t enough room for a scriptorium, so the
nuns used their cells for spiritual reading.
Figure 20 View down corridor showing the ambient light
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Figure 21 Roof structure of church with reflection of adjacent window
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Figure 22 Coridoor surrounding the cloister
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The nuns then began to plan for the future permanent monastery
– a process in which many considerations had to be taken: how a
monastery is run, what the Rule demands, why the rooms needed
to be built a particular way, and what values had to be preserved
through the architecture.

27

Five years later, the construction

began, and in 2006, the new monastery was handed to the nuns.

28

The original programme was reduced by nearly thirty percent by
removing the corridors, made possible by the analysis of how the
monastery works.
The corridors were replaced by the four important rooms that the
nuns occupy which also allows for these rooms to act as ‘corridors’
and traffic areas. This allowed for architectural freedom for each
of the spaces, and as the layout is horizontal, it was essential that
each room gained daylight.
The symmetrical wood patterns create a spectacular atmosphere
inside the chapel. Large glass surfaces light up the chapel, and
the beautiful natural surroundings act as an enormous art piece.
The project consists of various sized rooms that are connected by
the corners and have courtyards between them.
Figure 23 Corridor leading to production areas

27

29

Tautra Mariakloster – A Spectacular House of God in .., http://thornews.com/2013/05/14/
tautra-mariakloster-a-spectacular-house-of-god-in (accessed 27.08.2015).

28
29

Ibid.
Julie Decker, Modern North: Architecture on the Frozen Edge, (New York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 2010) 60-67.
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Cistercian Monastery Our Lady of Nový Dvůr – 2004
John Pawson
Tepla, Czech Republic
The Cistercian Monastery Our Lady of Nový Dvůr in Western
Bohemia is no exception and is built on a site of one hundred
hectares along a dilapidated farm estate.
Pawson’s design draws on St Bernard of Clairvaux’s twelfthcentury idea of Cistercian architecture, with the importance on
light, minimalism and clarity of space. The master plan includes
many satellite structures whose construction has been ongoing
since the dedication of the cloister in 2004.

The Commission
The idea of the new monastery in Bohemia was born in the French
monastery of Sept-Fons and in 2000, John Pawson was asked to
design the monastery in Bohemia on the ruins of the Eighteenth
Century Baroque site, the first in the Czech Republic and currently
home to twenty monks.

Figure 24 Exterior view of church breaking the boundary of original footprint
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Figure 25 Looking into the cloister from surrounding barrel vault
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Figure 26 Prayer Hall
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The monks had seen Pawson’s projects and found in his
architectural works, the spirituality and expression they were
looking for in their new monastery. As part of the complex
project, the original Baroque manor house had to be restored
and integrated with many new buildings.
When Pawson first visited the site, he found a very beautiful and
derelict building with trees growing through the roofs. It has been
said that he was excited but very daunted by the scope of the
project and understood that one of the big challenges was how
to create an environment for a very particular way of life.

Response to Programme and Context:
The church is the only element that goes beyond the original
footprint of the site and the part of the project that took the most
time as Pawson felt the need to explore the various possibilities of
light and contemporary form.

Figure 27 Guest Area
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In regards to the cloister, Pawson worked with the traditional
barrel vault but rather than being supported by columns running
the length of the cloister, it has been cantilevered, so the vault
appears to float.
A stone canal runs through it and the water throws the light back
up into the roof of the vault that results in a beautiful moving
pattern that contrasts very graphically with the stability and
serenity of the fixed architecture.

The building, as the design team found it, could not serve its
new purpose as it was mainly in ruins. Thus is was necessary to
create a new and modern theme. The most important part was
the harmonisation between the old and the new building and
the understanding of the quality of the landscape and what the
environment expected to be played out.

The foundation stone of the new church was laid in the Spring
of 2002 was delivered from the monks of the French monastery,
1000km away from Novy Dvur in Bohemia.
Figure 28 Internal circulation
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Figure 29 Refectory
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Figure 30 Scriptorium
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“The monks were very strong in not wanted a pastiche, but
something that was of our time. Of course, there are certain rules
and wonderful historic precedents from Cistercian architecture.
But a combination of being in this part of the Czech Republic
and inheriting an existing Baroque ruin and the land all helped to
make this kind of design.”
-

John Pawson

The lack of religious sculpture, imagery and ornament make
the space more attractive, and when photos of the monastery
appear with people in it, it seems that the people disrupt the
calmness. Mies’ phrase: “Less is more” becomes the statement to
describe Pawson’s inspiring design.

Figure 31 Cloister adjacent corridor with Trappist monk

Figures 22-29 Abbey of our lady of Novy Dvur, photographers: Hisao Suzuki, Jens Weber
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Trappists

This drifting helped spread the Trappists into Belgium and the

Out of all the branches of the Cistercian Order, the Trappists

‘new world’ of the United States.

observe the Rules of the order the strictest. The monasteries

After Napoleon’s conquest in 1815, the monks began retreating

are traditionally in remote areas and are rarely built in or near

to France and those that stayed in Belgium eventually removed

settlements.

themselves from the rule of the French monks to form their Belgian
congregation.

The contemplative life it’s given its rhythm by the regular times
of prayer, divine services, work, studies and readings. The name

A vocation of a monk is entirely based on prayer and for such

Trappists is derived from the La Trappe Monastery in France which

a life, a monk needs the seclusion and a simple fraternal life in

led the Seventeenth Century Reform of the Cistercian Order.

which everything is aimed for a search for God.

The reforms expected to return the subjective order to a genuine

Since the third Century, the monks have used a habit called

form of the original Benedictine Order. Those who started to follow

the cowl and to facilitate the life of prayer, the monks observe

the La Trappe monks then became known as Trappists; nuns were

silence. Silence creates a space for perceiving the presence

referred to as Trappistines.

of God. The Trappists also make a solemn vow of stability: they
promise to stay in that place for their whole life.

The French Revolution and the Rule of Napoleon created disorder

Monks work like any other people to earn their living, and a

as church lands were taken, and the monks were forced to flee.

Trappist monastery soon becomes financially self-supporting.

The Trappists then scattered around Europe trying to find safe
harbour but failed as Napoleon spread across Europe.
30
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From conversation with fellow traveller, 08.08.2015

30

In 1892, the Trappists were separated from the Cistercians when

In 820, Saint Gall monastery designed what became the template

their independence was accepted by the Pope. The Trappists

for the monastic brewery. The design assigned three breweries:

then officially became known as “The Order of Cistercians of the

one to brew for paying customers and travellers, one in which to

Strict Observance”. Today, the Trappists have grown to over one

make the monk’s beer, and one to make beer for the poor which

hundred and sixty monasteries worldwide and in Belgium and the

was made from the least desirable materials that eventually led

Netherlands (the Lowlands) were beer dominated cultures, the

to the multiple running systems. (See Fig. xx for St. Gall Plan)

newly established monasteries focused on beer as the way to
maintain their communities.

3.2

The Cloister and the Church

A cloister is a covered walk, open gallery or open arcade
While monks led a remote life of prayer and work, the monasteries

which run along the walls of buildings and therefore forming

were acclaimed as havens for travellers seeking a safe place.

a quadrangle. It is usually a part of a monastic foundation;

The monks grew or traded their food and made their drinks, as

the cloister is attached to the southern wall of a cathedral or

in this point in time; water was unsanitary and carried disease.

church. The cloister forms a continuous barrier that separates the

Thus, beer and wine were available at the monasteries. The act

community and that of those who live outside of the monastery.

of brewing beer sanitized the water and added many important

The term, when used in a narrow sense, can also apply to the

nutrients into the beverage. The beer was safe to drink and an

walkways or alleys themselves; the central area being the central

essential part of their diet.

garth.

31
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In developed medieval practice, cloisters usually followed

interior of the church would have been a lot darker. The earliest

either a Benedictine or Cistercian arrangement. In Cistercian

cloisters were made up of open arcades, and usually with sloping

monasteries, the two storey domus conversorum or dormitory of

wooden roofs. This appearance of the cloister was superseded in

the lay brothers were usually occupied on the western side of the

England by a range of windows usually unglazed.

cloister. The buildings stood on the south of the church to get as
much sunlight as possible.

Today, a contemporary church hardly stands a chance at

The cloister also served as space for exercise and general

obtaining a central location in the urban realm, and if it does,

recreation, particularly in bad weather, and its central area and

it will more likely be symbolic. Historic examples include the

alleys were the usual places of burial.

Pantheon in Rome and the Basilica of St Peter in the Vatican City

Larger monasteries usually had more than one cloister; there

State. These examples demonstrate how natural and artificial

was usually a second connected with an infirmary (e.g., At

lighting have large effect on the atmosphere of these spaces.

Westminster Abbey) and sometimes one giving access to the

They both exhibit a Romanesque dome with small windows,

kitchen and other domestic spaces.

which send shafts of light through the space and was thought

32

to be a source of all that it beautiful. This effect is also seen in
The cloisters were a notable part of a medieval monastery –

Le Corbusier’s Pilgrimage Church (Notre Dame du Haut) which

they were where the monks would have meditated, studied and

displays various penetrations in the walls.

exercised. In many monasteries, manuscripts were written in the
space of the cloisters – one of their advantages was that they
were covered but still provided sufficient light as most of the
32

Christopher Brooke, The Age of Cloister: The Story of Monastic Life in the Middle Ages,
(New York: Paulist Press, 2001), 100-125.
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Figure 32 Pantheon – 118-128AD, 				

Figure 33 Saint Peter’s Basilica - 1626, 						

Figure 34 Notre Dame du Haut - 1955, 			

Publius Aelius Hadrianus (during the reign of Augustus),

Donato Bramante, Michelangelo, Carlo Maderno and Gian Lorenzo Bernini, 		

Le Corbusier, 			

Regione iX Circus Flaminius, Rome 			

Vatican City 							

Ronchamp, France 			

(photograph: author’s own)

(photograph: author’s own)

(photograph: Tang Jieqiong, flickr)
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3.3

Micro-breweries

The Trappists originally brewed beer to feed the community, in a

A microbrewery is a brewery that makes a small amount of beer.

perspective of self-sufficiency, and now, the Trappist breweries

The exact definitions differ, but the terms are applied to the

also brew beer to finance their work. Among the monastic

breweries that are a lot smaller than the large-scale corporate

breweries, the Trappists were certainly the most active brewers

breweries and are independently owned. This brewing movement

but sadly, many were destroyed during the World Wars and

began in the United Kingdom in the seventies and although

French Revolution. Today, eleven Trappist breweries are active —

traditional artisan brewing existed in Europe for centuries and

six in Belgium, one in Austria, two in the Netherlands, one in the

afterwards spread to other countries. As the movement grew,

United States and one in Italy.

and some breweries grew their production and distribution, the

Sustainable development and social responsibility in terms of the

more involved concept of craft brewing emerged.

local community and land have always been a part of the DNA

34

and the raison d’etre of the monastery. The brewery is also a large
The monastic brewhouses have existed across Europe since the

consumer of water, both for the composition of the beer or during

Middle Ages and since the beginning, the beer was brewed in

the steps of manufacturing and bottling. From the reduction in

French Cistercian monasteries following the Strict Observance.

consumption to the production of renewable energy: the steps

For example, the monastery of La Trappe already had its brewery

of a global and logical environmental approach.

in 1685.

33

Breweries were later introduced into monasteries of other
countries as the Trappist order spread from France to the rest of
Europe.
33

belgiantrappist.com, “About Belgian Beer”, http://www.belgiantrappist.com/index.php/
about-belgian-beer.html (accessed 22.07.2015)
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belgiantrappist.com, “About Belgian Beer”, http://www.belgiantrappist.com/index.php/
about-belgian-beer.html (accessed 22.07.2015)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

MONASTIC BREWHOUSE
1. GRAIN MILL

4. HEAT EXCHANGER

Grinds the grains and free falls into the mash tun.

5. FERMENTATION VAT

2. MASH TUN

In the fermentation vessel, yeast eats sugar in the wort to

Grains and hot water combine and starches convert into

produce alcohol and CO2.

sugars.

6. SERVICE TAP

3. KETTLE

Public interface.

Pre-heated wort moves into the kettle in boil. Hops are
added.
Figure 35 Monastic Brewhouse (author)
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Fabrica Moritz – 2004

All the beer at Fabrica Moritz is made on-site in their microbrewery,

Jean Nouvel

and the machines are capable of producing four thousand litres

Barcelona, Spain

of Moritz unpasteurized, fresh beer at one time.

One of Jean Nouvel’s latest projects in Barcelona, Spain was

The Moritz production process goes through six fermentation

the gastronomy and cultural centre for Catalan beer company,

tanks in the time of three weeks, and during which time the wort

Moritz.

is made into fresh beer.

Established in 1864, the new factory was one of the first
constructions in the new Eixample neighbourhood with a few
remains of the factory still intact which become a part of the
preserved historical landmark for the residents of the area.

Important remnants of the former factory remain, such as the
reinforced concrete tanks that were manufactured in the
twenties, and are often referred to as the company’s ‘crown
jewels’.
Moritz wanted to restore this great centre for the city and why the
prominent architect, Jean Nouvel has designed and adapted this
immense space into a spectacular place where entertainment,
culture and science come together for Barcelona to enjoy.
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Figure 36 Entrance into bar area

Figure 37 Copper vats on display
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Hallertau Brewery – 2004
Allistar Cox, Stephen and Hayley Plowman
Auckland, New Zealand
This family-run boutique brew bar is all about craft style beers,
brewed on site and are based on international styles. The team
at Hallertau, have been brewing out in the rustic farmlands of
Riverhead, a mere twenty minutes from Auckland City, since 2005
and aim for the brews to have a specific New Zealand character
for the New Zealand palette as all the beers are brewed with
local ingredients; hops from Nelson and malt from Canterbury.
Hallertau is all about producing beers that are tasty, drinkable
and delicious. They make their beer with their hands and use only
yeast, rainwater and fistfuls of hops and is all about the subtle
differences in varieties and combinations.
The restaurant is spacious yet with relaxed corners and designed
by hospitality architect, Allistar Cox.
The restaurant was built around the brewing area as its malts
were bashing and yeasts fermenting acted as a performance for
the visitors.
Figure 38 View into dining area
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Figure 39 Working vats on display behind the bar
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Figure 40 Exterior of City Works Depot, home of Brothers Beer
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Brothers Beer – 2005
Ewan Wainscott and Nat Cheshire
Auckland, New Zealand
The ‘brothers’ brew their beers on site in the working brewery,
adjacent to a comfortable tasting area with leaners and lounges.
It is a curious space situated in what seems like a miniature hangar
in the middle of the culinary hub of Auckland and does well in
appearing not to impose on the light industrial building.

As the last and maybe the only large industrial building in
Auckland City, Ewan Wainscott travelled to the United States
to look at the American tank factories and based the Auckland
complex on those. The city then became built out of similar sheds.

Figure 41 View of seating area with working brewery in the background
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3.4 Adaptive Re-Use

This way of thinking largely tapered off with the dawn of

Jane Jacobs said: “Cities need old buildings so badly it is probably

industrialisation, when thrift and practicality in construction

impossible for vigorous streets and districts to grow without them.

became not as much of an issue due to easier and more

By old buildings I mean not museum-piece old buildings, not old

economical ways of obtaining, transporting and processing

buildings in an excellent and expensive state of rehabilitation—

materials. As a result, in mainly industrial and post-industrial

although these make fine ingredients—but also a good lot of

cultures, we rarely see many new buildings being made from the

plain, ordinary, low-value old buildings, including some rundown

remnants of earlier buildings.

old buildings.”

35

Still this idea of recovery and reuse of whole parts of buildings is
History is filled with such examples of ‘dead’ buildings and their

one that’s much at home within the Catholic tradition. Moreover,

parts being sacrificed to re-emerge in some form in a newly

given the current demographic trials faced by the church in

adored body, so to speak. The logic is simple: why go far away

many areas around the world might be worth rekindling such

for materials, and expand the time and labour needed to shape

creative thinking and problem solving to address the twenty-first

them into a desired object, when ready-made versions of that

century needs.

object stand unused and within easy reach, otherwise left to
decline and fade into oblivion.

Architecturally speaking, New Zealand is a young country; no
Acropolis, no Pantheon. Combined with the pressures of the
modern world for development and the demolition of our old
buildings, it seems we are bound to remain a young country.

35

Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York and Toronto:
Random House, 1961), 187.
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The term, adaptive re-use is defined as the process of adapting

The adaptive re-use of a historic building should have minimal

old structures for new purposes.

impact on the historical signiﬁcance of the building and its
setting. Adaptive re-use is self-defeating if it fails to protect the

The trend towards adaptive re-use of existing structures is mainly

building’s heritage values.

due to sprawl minimization, preservation of materials, and
energy conservation as well as a way to revitalize urban life and

Adaptive reuse has also been known as a process of adapting

declining neighbourhoods. Re-use has also been adapted as a

dated structures for fresh purposes along with some benefits

way to revitalize and save our industrial heritage as cities change

related to the method towards a design that include local and

and buildings outlive their intended uses. Adaptive re-use allows

international examples.

a historic building to be converted for a new use while retaining

For an existing building’s fabric to be looked after, adaptive reuse

its original character and links to the past. By maintaining the

is often the only approach for these to be made to better use.

structure or basic fabric of the building, we, therefore, re-purpose

Although it is curious to find that many architectural professionals

its function.

are not prepared to deal with this change of focus in their

Adaptive re-use has a range of benefits, some of these being

architectural projects.

heritage, environmental, economic and social. The demolition of
a building creates unnecessary waste, pollutes the environment
and increases the cost of the new building project. Adaptive
re-use helps to lessen these environmental impacts and helps
reduce sprawl and material usage, and conserve energy.
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The thermal comfort and the technical standards of the building,
can also change and develop over time with the building
required to undertake the redevelopment of the exterior and
interior elements (if required) to match the requirements of
the present day. The status of the idea to extend the life of
the building is related to various sustainability goals such as
spreading minimisation, preservation of original materials and
energy conservation.
In the occasion where the adaptive re-use of an industrial building
is avoided can be rare; there are many design opportunities
associated with such projects. Factories are highly adaptable
with their short spans, masonry construction, ornate detailing, and
large windows results in naturally lit interiors with unique features.

This research project focuses on the process of adaptively reusing
existing buildings that rejuvenate them with a new life. It will
demonstrate how we can provide a process of finding a new life
for old buildings that are more sustainable and flexible for what
the future holds.
Figure 42 External view of adapted building with green wall
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Caixa Forum – 2001-3

CaixaForum Madrid demonstrates the way in which radical

Herzog and de Meuron

alteration instead of demolition can result in a project that is

Madrid, Spain

obviously contemporary but at the same time connects with the

Designed by Herzog and de Meuron, the Caixa Forum is located

past.

in the heart of the city’s cultural district in Madrid, Spain. The

The design of this cultural centre by Swiss architects Herzog and

building acts as a museum, art gallery, auditorium and bookshop

de Meuron adds to and subtracts from the facades of an 1899

and has been considered as an ‘urban magnet, not only for art-

building that once housed a power station. It adds to the top with

lovers but also for the building itself.’

an extension clad in pre-rusted steel that follows the profile of the

36

The museum is an example of the adaptive reuse of an 1899

walls and subtracts from the bottom by cutting away the ground

power station that is one of Madrid’s last remaining examples of

level. The mass of the building appears to float over the ground

a historically significant piece of industrial architecture.

in defiance of gravity. The result is a building that sits comfortably

37

in its urban context and makes its presence felt by subtlety rather
The twenty-four meter high vertical garden takes up a wall of the

than grandeur or confrontation.

square, and has been designed to establish a softened edge to
the square as well as a good contrast between the rough and

A green wall ‘living painting’, designed by French botanist Patrick

hard-edged museum and the green wall.

Blanc, is a foil to the hard façade of the gallery. Both are obviously
human creations: one composed of living plants, the other with
bricks and steel.

36

Arcspace.com, “Caixaforum Madrid,” http://www.arcspace.com/architects/herzog_
meuron/caixa/caixa.html
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Arcspace.com, “Caixaforum Madrid,” http://www.arcspace.com/architects/herzog_
meuron/caixa/caixa.html
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The CaixaForum is situated in the heart of Madrid’s cultural

A Perforated Skin

district, the ‘golden triangle of art’ with its corners formed by the

Parts of the Corten steel skin are perforated with a repetitive

Museo del Prado, the Museo Reina Sofia and the Museo Thyssen-

pattern of cut holes that recalls the traditional Spanish lace of

Bornemisza. It can be approached through narrow streets or

the region. Offices and the café windows look through this screen

from the broad Paseo del Prado that borders the city’s botanical

to the view, as if through a dense veil.

gardens.

This device distances the viewer from the external scene. It also
simplifies the exterior, strengthening the building’s identity. There

Urban Context

is no shadow gap between the sheet steel and the brick walls –

The 1899 building was lower than most of its neighbours, so the

the sheet steel appears to be fitted perfectly to the top of the

additional height of the upper floors brings it into scale. The deep

original walls.

cuts in the upper levels create a broken skyline that responds to

The decorated brick cornices of the original walls contrast with

the Madrid skyline. Retaining the pattern of windows in the old

the ‘cut-off’ top of the new steel addition.

façade reflects the pattern of window openings on neighbouring

At the south side of the foyer, a bright top-lit atrium stair leads

buildings. A green wall that flanks a new plaza created in front

to the upper levels, providing a starting point to navigate the

of the building responds to the botanical gardens, as if plants

galleries, together with access to the top-level café. Lifts and

had migrated over the road and colonised the wall. It gives the

escape stairs augment this main circulation route. Below the

plaza two green edges and provides identity on Paseo del Prado.

foyer, the same atrium stairs lead down to an underground

The narrow footpaths of the bounding streets expand into the

theatre and more galleries.

building’s undercroft.
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Figure 43 Close-up view of the Corten perforated skin
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Figure 44 Detail demonstrating ‘old and new’
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Old and New

mass above space and glass. To make a broad opening into

The architects do not treat old buildings with a museum-like desire

what was the turbine hall they lowered its floor to the original

to preserve. Instead, they simply remove what is not needed,

basement level and burrowed under the walls. On top of the

clean up what remains and incorporate the old in the new. Only

building, smooth rectangular boxes extend the volume.

the brick skin of the 1899 structure is retained, with a new building
built inside that skin and extendng above.
There is no sense of entering an old building; entry stairs and foyer
are glossy and modern. Walls inside are concrete, and floors are
white terrazzo. Where the concrete building rises beyond the
brick skin, it is wrapped in pre-rusted steel. This is a material that
seems to begin life with a patina of age. Its colours and tonal
variation work well with the weathered brick walls.

Adding and Cutting
Herzog and de Meuron have adopted the strategy of adding
to and surgically cutting away from an existing building in other
projects. In their conversion of a grand power station in London,
England, into the Tate Modern Gallery (1995-2000), they cut away
a lower corner of its massive walls, leaving an improbable heavy
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Tate Modern – 1995
Herzog and De Meuron
London, United Kingdom
The Tate Modern is located in Bankside, London and is one of
the most famous adaptive re-use projects. The Tate attempts to
enhance the existing structure rather than to diminish it.
Since its redevelopment, it has become a huge tourist attraction
as the power station was converted into a gallery that displays
modern art that dates back to the early 1900’s.

The galleries are housed in the former Bankside Power Station,
which was originally designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, and built
in between 1947 and 1963 in two stages. The power station closed
in 1981. In 1992, The Tate Gallery at the British National Art Museum
proposed a competition to build a new building for modern art.
Out of the six finalists, Herzog and de Meuron won the rights to
design the museum as their solution was the only scheme to leave
the power station the most intact along with understanding the
importance of the location.
Figure 45 Internal view of the Turbine Hall
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Figure 46 External view of the Tate from the Thames
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Figure 47 Looking up into the upper levels which hold more gallery spaces
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As you enter the thirty-five meters high and one hundred and fifty
meter long entrance creates a dramatic space which is dramatic
as the visitors to the building enter underneath the building and
travel down a long ramp experiencing the space getting bigger
as they walk further into the building.

A lot of the brickwork was retained along with the existing turbine
hall that acts as the entrance space. The new glass ceiling lets the
internal space fill with light and creates an original experience
while viewing the art. The result of this is an iconic element along
the Bankside along with a piece of architecture where you
cannot distinguish between the old and the new.

Figure 48 Refurbished windows allow for strong shafts of light to inhabit the gallery

38

38

Rowan Moore and Raymund Ryan, Building Tate Modern: Herzog and de

Meuron (London: Tate Gallery,2000), 29.
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Imperial Lane - 2011

Another vertical connection is made in the middle of the lane with

Fearon and Hay Architects

a sculptural staircase accessing a new courtyard at the next level.

Auckland, New Zealand

This courtyard was created from a services lightwell, with large

Completed in 1911, the Imperial Buildings are a mix of heritage

openings formed on the surrounding walls. The network of public

spaces and building fabric in downtown Auckland. The design

links and open circulation spaces provides a sense of precinct for

was based on forming a new network of circulation through the

the five levels of commercial office space, restaurants and retail

five levels throughout the building, creating a connection and

spaces that have now occupied the restored buildings.

interaction of the volumes that were previously inaccessible
bound within the buildings.

The ground level connection between the recently upgraded
service way, Fort Lane, and the retail thoroughfare of Queen
Street, has now been activated by street eating which is serviced
from the central tables stepped to follow the plane of the new
inclined lane. Vertical shafts run through the floors over the lane,
bringing light into the space and a mix of opaque glass and steel
to complement the brickwork, timber truss, stone and decaying
concrete of the original fabric.
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Figure 49 External view of courtyard

Figure 50 Entrance from Imperial Lane
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3.5

Circulation

Halls can be extended to become spacious areas like foyers,

Communication among distinguished spaces and between the

galleries, and colonnades. Vertical circulation can include

exterior and the interior may be achieved by openings alone in

elevators and escalators.

the most simple plans, but most buildings require distinct spaces

Unclear pathways are the spaces between and around furniture:

given to horizontal and vertical circulation (corridors, stairs,

the spaces in rooms where people are likely to walk. All of these

ramps, and elevators). These are designed in the way of analysis

adaptations on circulation are important aspects of architecture

working for differentiating uses.

because it is through movement that we can appreciate
architecture as a three-dimensional experience.

In architecture, circulation stands for the pathways through
the floor plan. These pathways are how we experience and

Without movement, architecture is merely a stage set: entertaining

understand architecture; the design of these pathways has an

to look at, perhaps, but with no direct relationship to the user.

enormous effect on the realisation or failure of a plan. Circulation

Successful circulation is essential to successful architecture. How

spaces ought to be as interesting as any other part of a building.

can you value beautiful spaces if you do not know where to go,

There are always distinctive chances to make circulation

or you’re constantly colliding with obstacles?

interesting.

A floor plan with successful circulation makes every square meter
of space work efficiently and gracefully.

Obvious

pathways

include

hallways

(horizontal)

and

stairs

(vertical). However, every space we can inhabit is part of the
circulation system of a building.
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Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum – 1943-59
Frank Lloyd Wright
New York, USA
The Guggenheim Museum in New York was designed by the
celebrated American architect Frank Lloyd Wright to house the
art collection of its founder, Solomon R. Guggenheim. Wright
was an advocate of Organic Modern architecture that was in
harmony with the natural world, thus the museum engages in a
seeming dialogue between the city grid of lower Manhattan and
the natural expanse of Central Park that it overlooks.
The buildings distinctive curved profile stands in contrast to the
rectilinear patterns of it neighbourhood, enlivening the rigidity of
the city grid and achieving a landmark character suited to its role
as a cultural institution.
In keeping with the organic theme, the design engages the
analogy of a shell to rethink the organisation of a gallery display.
It breaks away from the traditional format of differentiated spaces
developed as separate display rooms, impeding the continuous
flow of movement. Instead, a large ramped interior allows visitors
Figure 51 External view of main entrance
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to look through the entire set of displays in one continuous

immediately return to the shared public realm embodied by the

movement. The large, light-filled atrium helps to orient them and

atrium space.

binds the entire design into a single cohesive experience.

The spiralling curved form also allows for interesting views to be
framed as the visitor proceeds along the path around the atrium.

Response to User Experience:

The curves are further reflected on the outside of the building,

The treatment of the central atrium space is based on an

and exterior views are framed from certain vantage points.

architectural technique often used by Frank Lloyd Wright, where
a visitor is taken through a compressed space before being

The white interior is topped by a massive skylight that bathes the

released into an awe-inspiring monumental interior. Accordingly,

entire atrium with light. The experience of the great light-filled

here, the visitor enters the structure through a single-storey

volume is already a dramatic experience, but the configuration

space before arriving in the monumental interior of the central

also draws the visitor’s eye to the central feature of the skylight

atrium. As he or she looks up into the light-filled atrium, the entire

itself. The structural members of the skylight are arranged so as to

experience of the gallery spaces and the movement of the

form an ornate structure, which offers a single source of opulence

other visitors become apparent, and the visitor instantaneously

in an otherwise simple and monochromatic interior space. When

becomes part of this shared experience.

seen by someone standing in the atrium and looking up, the

As visitors continue upon their journeys along the spiralling ramp

skylight itself becomes a work of art and generates a sense of

and look at the exhibits, they are still tied to the original experience

awe.

through a continuous connection with the atrium space, Even
as they may pause to look at the artworks on display they can
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Figure 52 View of atrium core (conceptual shell form)
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Figure 53 Birds’ Eye view into atrium
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Response to Programme:

appreciation of the overall extent and variety of the exhibits.

The programmatic needs of a gallery space have been

Aside from the experiential aspects of the central spiral circulation

interpreted as a single continuous journey rather than a series of

pattern, the unique formal composition also allows for several

fragmented experiences based on the division of the exhibits to

other innovations in terms of addressing the needs of the display.

fit different rooms, as in a traditional building. Accordingly, the

The sloping floor along the wall edge creates a psychological

display spaces of the building are organised around a single,

barrier between the visitors and the display without the need for

spiralling ramp that allows the visitor to experience all the exhibits

railings while the vertical separators allow for enough privacy to

in one single journey. Visitors are led up to the top floor and

observe the artworks without being disturbed. Furthermore, the

slowly descend the big spiral ramp to view all the exhibits on their

angled floor and ceiling work together with a clerestory window

way to the base. This type of spatial arrangement also offers the

to provide diffused natural light to illuminate the artworks.

possibility for an exhibition to be curated as a single experience
that has been carefully defined by the curator.

Hierarchy of Spaces:
The overall plan of the museum building offers a combination of

The single volume and the spiral access add to the experience

forms that are aggregated around a central circular structure.

of an exhibition in two specific ways. First, the visual connection

This circular structure is the most important public space and

between the patrons in the atrium below and those in the gallery

thus acts as a pivotal point for the building. As a visitor walks

spaces above act as cues to participate in the event.

up or down its ramp, the accesses to the ancillary spaces are

Second, the visual connections with the other displays in the

gradually revealed, allowing for various different plan forms to

exhibition, which can be seen in the atrium, allow for a better

emerge. Since the central volume acts as the gallery and the
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other structures serve various administrative roles, this hierarchical

The forms of the building stand in contrast to the rectilinear forms

relationship brings the focus back to the central purpose of the

of the surrounding buildings, but the overall composition allows

building – the display of art.

these forms to coexist as a part of a single whole in which the
curved and straight lines complement and enhance one another.

Response to Urban Context:

The limited height of the museum offers the illusion of a gateway

The building for the Guggenheim Museum is sited in the dense

into the realm of the high-rise structures in the background.

urban context of Manhattan, New York City, but the site is
located on an edge facing Fifth Avenue and overlooking Central

The scale of the structure is carefully considered about its

Park. The design for the museum takes full advantage of this edge

surroundings to allow the curved forms to be iconic but not to

condition to develop a structure that complements rather than

dominate their surroundings. The structure at around 30 meters

emulates the surrounding urban context, and the building has

in height is tall enough to sit comfortably within the towering

become an iconic structure that defines the neighbourhood

high-rise neighbourhood without losing its impact. On the other

The overall plan of the building slowly shifts from the rectilinear

hand, the limited height, along with the layered elevation,

forms facing the existing buildings to the organic shapes in the

complements the human scale and helps the building to connect

park. The organic frontage is set back from the actual street

with the pedestrians on the street. The outward leaning form also

edge to allow for a public space. With the curved forms of the

helps the building to extend to the edges, reinforcing its height

building on one side and the openness of Central Park on the

and providing a clear top edge for the people at street level.

other, this is a valuable open space within the dense urban fabric
of Manhattan.
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Figure 54 Worms’ Eye view of atrium ceiling
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Figure 55 Gomo’s Vatican Stair
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Vatican Museum’s Spiral Staircase - 1932
Giuseppe Momo
Pio-Clementine Museum, Vatican City State
The Vatican Museums spiral staircases broad steps are somewhere
between a ramp and a staircase and designed by Giuseppe
Momo in 1932. The stairs are two separate helixes, one which
leads up and the other leading down, that then twist together
in a double helix. The original staircase in the Pio-Clementine
Museum was built in 1505 to a design by Donato Bramante.
It joins the Belvedere Palace of Pope Innocent VIII to the outside
and stands in a tower of the palace. This staircase has granite
Doric columns and a herringbone paving pattern and was
designed to allow people and pack animals to travel up and
down without bumping into eachother. The balustrade around
the ramp is of elaborately worked metal and a canopy seen
above provides the necessary light to allow light into the area.
It encloses the exterior wall of a stairwell of approximately fifteen
meters wide and with a void in the centre. The staircase is situated
at the end of the museum visit, and all visitors leave by this route.
Figure 56 Detail of balustrade
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Penguin Pool at London Zoo - 1934

He studied the habits of the penguins and was able to create an

Berthold Lubetkin

enclosure and pool which provided in interesting environment for

London, United Kingdom

the penguins as well as various viewing angle for the visitors to

In 1934, the London Zoo unveiled its famous spiral-ramped

the zoo.

‘Penguin Pool’, designed by Russian émigré Berthold Lubetkin

After setting up the architectural group Tekton in 1932, the

whose innovative Modernist design of tue clarity, strangely

penguin pool was one of Lubetkin’s first assignments from the

elegant and one of the very first uses of reinforced concrete.

Director of London Zoo.
The overall elliptical shape is refers to the spiralling intertwined

In 2004, during a refurbishment, the penguin colony was

ramps that connects the varying levels. The elliptical pool

temporarily relocated to one of the zoo’s duck ponds, and it was

provides the birds with a large swimming area and distinguishes

decided that the colony would remain there as they took such a

itself from the white concrete used throughout.

liking to their new habitat. The penguin pool is a listed Grade One

There is a partly covered area providing the birds with protection

in the Government schme for protected buildings.

from the sun, and the curved walls were designed to ‘echo the
penguin’s cries’.

39

Lubetkin saw this building as an opportunity to explore creatively
the possibilities of reinforced concrete as it was a new building
material available at the time.

39
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John Perrin, http://www.galinsky.com/buildings/penguin/ (accessed 01.09.2015)

Figure 57 The penguins enjoying their habitat
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4.1

The Programme

4.2

Programme Analysis

Malt mill

The proposed programme, as specified previously, is of a monastic

The space requirements for the project include:

Mash tun

nature. The programme will incorporate twenty dormitory cells

Monastic Spaces:

Brew kettle

and associated spaces for the community.

Dormitory

Heat exchanger

The spatial configuration of the transition space is required to

20 Monks’ Cells

Fermenting vessel

form an interwoven network of retreat-type spaces that enhance

2 Guest Cells

Yeast propagation system

the experience of the journey within the building. The journey

Chapter House

Keg washer

between the living spaces and the working spaces will comprise

Church

Keg filler

of different spatial experiences in which spaces of the retreat will

Refectory

be established. The aim for design is that the journey as a whole,

Library

Bottle Rinser/Washer

forms a greater relief experience, than the individual parts.

Cloister

Bottle Crowner/Filler

Bottling Area

Bottle Labeller
Brewery Spaces:

Bar/Tasting Area

Dry Storage (grain and malts)
Cold Storage with Serving Vessels
Hop Storage
General Storage
Brewing Area
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4.3

Criteria for Site Selection

The intention in this project was to stretch the boundaries of

The proposed site for the project needs to be an underdeveloped

medieval monastery design, as such, a linear and sectional site

building that would benefit from an adaptive re-use strategy.

would require modification to suit the found conditions and

The ability for the project to help energise not only the building

yet continue to support the specific functional requirements of

itself but also the surrounding environment and the community

monastic life for the individual monk and his cloistered community.

would be beneficial. This adaptive re-use technique described
as a ‘feature space’ takes on an economic importance to the

A prerequisite for the project site is that it be located in a busy,

community becoming a tourist attraction.

urban setting. The busy atmosphere of the urban setting also lent
itself to the project as the transition spaces aim to relieve stress,

There were two main criteria in selecting a site to explore this

providing a place of retreat within the city. The intervention

project - physical conditions that were not conducive to following

required surrounding busy-ness for the proposal to be a viable

the typical Cistercian monastery layout and environmental

experiment.

conditions that would inform the implementation of this monastic
mandate.

The functional requirements for the project also had an impact

A typical Cistercian monastery is situated on flat ground, close to

on the site selection. The conceived circulation is required

a source of running water, which allows for the square, box-like

to provide both horizontal and vertical movement within the

typology of the cloister and its surrounding uses.

transition space of the building, therefore requiring the site to
allow for these movements.
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The living requirement within the scope of the project requires
that the selected site receive a sufficient amount of sunlight to
provide comfortable living for the occupants.

Furthermore, an urban setting would also add a layer of
complexity to the extent that the monastery engages the public.
Using architecture as one of the vehicles with which to illustrate
this new era of greater accessibility is one of the main challenges
in this thesis.

Figure 58 Collage of industrial/adapted building - material investigation (author)
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5.0
the site
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Determining the existing buildings new programme has an

to drop the yards of fabric from the warehouse area into the

important role in the project’s success. Most buildings can be

‘basement’ where it can then be loaded.

turned into almost anything, but it’s necessary to develop a

The current garage doors were installed previous to 1997 which

function tailored to the building and the location to establish a

then transformed the basement into a garage and studio flat.

new relationship between space and function.

This transformation turned the warehouse into a livable space of

Adaptive reuse conversions result in a shift in the traditional

two levels with a mezzanine, until the building owner leased it

relationship between object and use; whereas an envelope

out to Generator Communications and then to Assembly Limited,

is usually designed for a given program, in the case of new

who are now the current tenants.

40

construction, this envelope already exists in structures for which
new uses must be developed.
This is where the challenge lies for the architect in the reversal of
this traditional definition.

5.1

Site Description and Location

The chosen site is located at 20 Drake Street (on the corner of
Drake and Centre Streets) in the Victoria Quarter Precinct in
Auckland’s CBD. The 1920s brick building was originally a fabric
warehouse with the trucks entering at the ground level and two
hatches in the timber floor above allowing the internal crane
Figure 59 North-eastern view of 20 Drake Street

(photograph: authors own)

40

From conversation with current building owner, 04.05.2015
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Figure 60 Photo collection of current state of building
Photos courtesy of Sean Shadbolt, photographer
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Figure 62 Site character images - medium grain

Figure 61 Site character images - fine grain
Photography: author’s own
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Figure 63 Existing Ground Floor Plan - 1:100 @ A4, provided by building owner, drawn by Craig Moller
(architect)
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Figure 64 Existing First Floor Plan - 1:100 @ A4, provided by building owner, drawn by Craig Moller
(architect)

Figure 65 Existing Mezzanine Floor Plan - 1:100 @ A4, provided by building owner, drawn by Craig Moller
(architect)

Figure 66 Existing Roof Plan - 1:100 @ A4, provided by building owner, drawn by Craig Moller 		
(architect)
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Figure 67 Existing Drake and Centre Street Elevation - 1:100 @ A4, provided by building owner, 		
drawn by Craig Moller (architect)
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Figure 68 Existing Drake and Centre Street Section - 1:100 @ A4, provided by building owner, 		
drawn by Craig Moller (architect)

5.2

Site Context and Character

The intention of this project was to stretch the boundaries of

Currently, the surrounding urban fabric provides a mix of

medieval monastery design, as such; a linear and sectional site

residential, businesses, bars/restaurants, cafes, artists, and retail

would require modification to suit the found conditions and

areas. The surrounding site where the building sits was considered

yet continue to support the specific functional requirements of

just as important as the building itself to energize the site and

monastic life for the individual monk and his cloistered community.

became part of a primary driver for the design.
Furthermore, an urban setting would also add a layer of
There were two main criteria for selecting a site to explore this

complexity to the extent that the monastery engages the public.

project - physical conditions that were not conducive to following

Using architecture as one of the vehicles with which to illustrate

the typical Cistercian monastery layout and environmental

this new era of greater accessibility is one of the main challenges

conditions that would inform the implementation of the project

in this project.

mandate.
A typical Cistercian monastery is situated on flat ground, close

The chosen site at Drake Street proves its industrial and historic

to a source of running water that allows for the square, box-like

past with its brickwork and internal crane system. To its north is the

typology of the cloister and its surrounding buildings.

City Destructor (Victoria Park Markets) and further is Victoria Park.
To the south are Sale and Cook Streets and further on continues
the CBD. Victoria Precinct’s industrial past, elaborated in the
next section, has already imparted a symbolism of industry for
this project.

the site
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AUCKLAND CENTRAL
PONSONBY

ST MARY’S BAY

FREEMAN’S BAY

VICTORIA QUARTER

WYNYARD QUARTER

AUCKLAND CBD

THE CHARACTER OF VICTORIA QUARTER

A
URBAN

B
GRAIN

PUBLIC

a) View of Drake Street from VPM

DOMESTICITY

C
SOCIAL

b) View of the ‘Destructor’ aka VPM

INTERACTIONS

D
PRIVATE

c) View through VPM after refurbishment

Figure 69 City Context Figure-ground Diagram (NTS) Diagram by author, photographs have been outsourced
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RITUALS

E
INTROVERTED

COMMUNITY

d) View of Victoria Park along Beaumont St

F
URBAN

DECAY

e) View of CBD and VPM from Victoria Park

ORGANIC

SPACE

f) View of CBD from Victoria Skate Park

The Victoria Quarter, (known as ‘The Quarter’) represents the

of the area and its lower development opportunity. Due to this,

western part of the Auckland Central area. It was formed in the

much of the Quarter has been seen as a ‘brownfields’ area with

north-west facing basin formation rising from Victoria Park to the

unique and due to its strong industrial history and location near

Hobson Street and Union Street ridgelines and is bordered by

the heart of the City, much of the Victoria Quarter can be seen

Hobson Street, Fanshawe Street, Union Street and Victoria Park.

as a “brownfields” area with unique and unrealised development

The natural topography and orientation offers views to the

opportunities.

42

Waitemata Harbour, the Harbour Bridge, Victoria Park as well as
good access to sunlight.

A number of creative industries (advertising, graphic design and

From the early 1900s, Freemans Bay was highly reclaimed and

architecture offices, etc.) are located in the area behind the

now forms the low areas of ‘The Quarter’ including Victoria Park,

Victoria Park Market site and these industries (with the existing

Halsey Street and lower Union Street. The extent and topographic

built form) create a special character within the lower part of the

form of the historic Freemans Bay coastline remain and is

Quarter which is appropriate to promote and encourage.

prominent in several public areas including Drake Street.

It has been recognised that gradual step in the heights of

41

Located on the edge of th e Central Area with sea access,

building from Hobson Street to Victoria Park should be assisted to

Victoria Quarter has been historically conquered by industrial

emphasise the basin topography as well as maximising sunlight

activity. The brick buildings and high chimney which comprise

access and outlook.

43

the former City Destructor/Victoria Park Markets site, remain
along with taverns and factory buildings. This industrial flare has
continued until recent times, primarily due to the industrial zoning
41

City of Auckland, District Plan: Central Area Section, Operative 2004, (Auckland City

Council, 2012) 4.

42

City of Auckland, District Plan: Central Area Section, Operative 2004, (Auckland City

Council, 2012) 4.
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City of Auckland, District Plan, 4.
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Victoria Park Markets

From 1905 until 1918, a series of brickwork buildings were

The market site originally was a refuse station and the chimney

constructed on the site, initially to deal with the clearance of

was used for burning the city’s rubbish. The ramp was used by

rubbish from the city. These included a thirty-eight meters tall

horses pulling their rubbish-laden wagons to the power generator

chimney. Work began on a power generator building in 1907,

called the Destructor. The generator room provided power for

to use the heat produced by the Destructor. Although this was

Auckland’s first electrical street lights. Ninety-four workhorses

completed in 1908, it was found to be insufficient for the city’s

were housed in the Stables across the road, now Victoria Park,

power demands, and was closed in 1913 after a new coal-fired

which was beach front.

power station was constructed on the city’s waterfront at Kings
Wharf.

The stables were no longer used since 1952 for their original
purpose, and in 1972 the Destructor ceased operation even

In 1914-18, further additions were made which included a double

though the complex continued to act as a rubbish collection

storeyed stable for the 94 horses that were used to pull the rubbish

depot until 1981.

carts as well as the council administration offices.

The location of the Victoria Park Market buildings were originally
part headland and part foreshore of Freemans Bay and in the late

From 1952, the stables were no longer used for their original

1870’s the bay started to be reclaimed, and various commercial

purpose, and the Destructor stopped its operation in 1972, even

and residential buildings were built on the extended foreshore

though the complex continued to act as a rubbish collection

that the street directly behind and above the market ran along

depot until 1981.

the top of the ancient Seacliff.
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The Auckland City Council initially planned to demolish the

Another challenge is how to expose the public to the spaces

complex but relented following a public campaign. It was then

located on the upper levels without them having to go up there

transformed into a market and retail complex, and alterations

for a specific reason. The verticality of this public movement

were made for this purpose in 1983 and 1990. The newly revamped

line along a path, therefore, becomes important, so the spaces

market has been altered into an upmarket retail precinct in a

do not become dead, stagnant spaces. The ability to move

stylish heritage setting.

the public upwards brings about a change of flow that can be
dwelling spaces or a pathway to a destination.

5.3

Circulation and Access to Site

The public movement to, through, and around the site will form a
generating influence towards the design solution.
It becomes important what is located along the public path to
allow people to dwell and contemplate, so the public movement
line does not just become a mere means of getting somewhere
fast. To encourage this type of interaction the public has with the
building spaces like the church and brewpub become important
areas to the success of the project. The buildings edge plays an
important role in the success of these spaces and how it deals
with these thresholds.

the site
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Figure 70 Right: Existing Ground floor plan (Scale 1:100 @ A4)
Indicative of sun angles and north point 		
(by author)
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Figure 71 Movement diagram - lines describe vehicular movement, not to scale (by author)w
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5.4
In

Developmental Controls
accordance

with

Auckand

City

Council’s

planning

requirements:
-

Lot 2, DP 1328

-

Low Wind Zone

-

Victoria Quarter Precinct

-

227 square meters

-

Maximum building height: 20 meters

-

Bonus Floor Area Ratio 3:1
Figure 72 Summer Solstice

5.5

Environment and Vistas

According to the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research, Auckland has an oceanic/subtropical climate with
warm and humid summers and mild and damp winters.
The airflow over Auckland is predominantly from the southwest.
This is particularly so in winter and spring, but in summer the
proportion of winds from the northeast increases.

Figure 73 Winter Solstice

the site
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Plans are not to scale
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The site of 20 Drake Street is located in a low wind zone and

Viaduct Harbour

receives all day sunlight during the summer and winter months as
it sits above the northern adjacent buildings.

44

The northern view looks over Victoria Park Markets, Victoria Park
and out to the Waitemata Harbour. In contrast, the southern view
begins to incline until it reaches the ridgeline of Karangahape

Victoria Park

Road. This is interrupted by the motorway which cuts through from
20 Drake Street

the West when high enough, will expose Freemans and Herne
Bays. The eastern areas are dense and filled with commercial and
retail buildings which also include Auckland’s iconic Skytower.

Aotea Square

Figure 74 Left: 							
Top Left: Dashed line down the centre shows the different in the built form. The left of the line is primarliy
residential while the right is commercial/industrial. 					
Top Right: Dashed line indicates the coundaries of the Victoria Quarter Precinct.			
Bot. Left: Dashed line shows original shoreline					
Bot. Right: Inner dashed circle represents a 500m walking circle while the outer line shows a 1000m
circle.					

Western Park

44

The Climate and Weather of Auckland, http://www.niwa.co.nz/static/Auckland%20

Myers Park

Figure 75 Site in relation to open and public spaces (author)

ClimateWEB.pdf (accessed 30.08.2015).
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The Challenge:

realistic although the result might be impossible. This description

This project will create a new monastery in an industrial atmosphere

could be an interesting way in defining sacred space with the use

which is meant to become a unique and attractive place. The

of materiality and various forms then suggests a state of mind that

small, urban site created a challenge in order to design open

goes further than a physical thing. It can also describe another

areas for the public as well as closed areas for the monks.

kind of space; simple sacred spaces that are not complex and
that seem not at all ‘ineffable’ – often symmetrical, unadorned

Simply religious space is all about the space that is made with

and easy to understand.

the mindful objective of making it sacred and about the effort
of doing this today. We should not limit sacred space to purely

The Insights:

spiritual and religious spaces but to challenge and exceed the

The metallic structure of the roof becomes the starting point to

question as to what then makes space sacred or what even gives

recreate vibrating textures in the space, and the timber floors to

it the chance to become sacred.

create an ultra-pattern on the flat grey concrete on the ground
floor.

As well as being quantifiable, the structure within the architecture
must have reason or it cannot stand. The sacred does not demand

The Solution:

for any logic, it rebels it. The ‘logic’ becomes essential in the

The design is to be a modern interpretation of the monastic

design of any structure, but becomes irrelevant when designing a

tradition. Silence and light articulates the architecture which is

sacred space. The challenge to create sacred architecture then,

calm, ordered and uplifting. The building is to be configured in a

contradicts the reason and the result. The reason needs to be

format that facilitates the daily cycle of prayer, manual labour,

Figure 76 Left: sketch of 20 Drake Street by author
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communal meals and private reflection. Steel elements, graphic

The scheme which is to evolve, has the cloister unravelling

lines, high contrast of materials and colours, along with the co-

throughout the building, with the workspaces located on the

existence of varying textures and geometric shapes influence in

various levels. The circulation within the building becomes

vibrating the space. The reiteration of elements is to be imitated

a central focus for this project and has been informed by the

in the rational organisation of the layout. The intimate and

theoretical research and analysis of examples.

emotional feeling is made by a perfect combination between
materials and lightings.

A central node consists of the three tables - the church, chapter
house and refectory, form what is traditionally northern edge
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My first intuitive gesture in response to this programme was to

of the cloister. The chapter house is situated in the cloister

connect the monastic community to the wider community as a

‘courtyard’, over the atrium created by ‘unravelling’ the cloister.

way to engender greater openness and dialogue between the

The remaining spaces, including the conventual areas and monk

monastery and the people of Auckland.

cells, are extended beyond the cloister instead of completing the

Another important move that carried through to the final design

enclosure.

is the alteration of the traditional inward focus of the monastic

Cistercian monasteries are traditionally located away from

cloister and its surrounding building structure by “unwrapping”

civilization, in order to foster an environment suitable to the

the cloister. This unwrapping was an opening up of the cloister

ascetic,

as a gesture of being receptive to potential positive external

temptations of the earthly world.

influences and to acknowledge and thereby foster the of the

The attempt to locate a Cistercian monastery at the edge of an

individuality of the monks that make up the community.

urban landscape is already a radical step for this monastic order.

contemplative

life,

without

the

distractions

and

Table One
Table Two
Table Three

PRIVATE | PUBLIC
Figure 77 Conceptual section of the tables mentioned in the test. (author)

Figure 78 Diagram describing the ‘three tables’ (by author)
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The desire for openness needed to be finely balanced with an

presence, forming a void space that took away from the cloister

attitude of resistance to the urban encroachment of Auckland

as the symbol of unity and centrality within the monastery.

at this site. Furthermore, part of the appeal of a monastery is the

Furthermore, the focal point within the cloister would be the

element of mystery and secrecy within denied to those who have

refectory rather than the church which is located beyond the

not been enfolded into its community. If a monastery is too open

cloister and no longer at the “heart” of the community.

and inclusive, the mysticism and spirituality of the monastic life is

In this scheme, there is also a lack of continuity in the circulation

lost for both the monks and the public.

path around the cloister. The circulation around the refectory

With this attitude in mind, all the primary buildings in the monastery

and workspaces is unresolved, resulting in an interruption in the

were pulled back to keep within the confines of the Drake Street

otherwise fluid movement around the cloister.

building.
The cloister became more intact but not entirely enclosed,

The design process of this project is broken down into three

allowing for the partial unwrapping or opening up of the

phases.

cloister. The traditional cloister and the act of unwrapping occur

The first phase deals with the process that leads to the selection

concurrently, overlaid on top of each other, reinforcing the

of the most appropriate site. Through an in-depth analysis of the

complexity of balancing the desire to simultaneously cultivate

selected area for renewal, the most appropriate site will identify

individuality and build community. Grouping the three tables

itself for the next phase of the design process.

together to form a concentration node within the monastery

Subsequently to the selection of a site, the design process was

carried over from the scheme.

broken down further into three phases or design elements.

Grouping the three tables together created a very strong
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Their influential nature throughout the design process has resulted

6.1

in the design outcome:

Determining the existing buildings new programme has an

-

important role in the project’s success. Most buildings can be

The exploration of the existing structure identified, and

Initial Massing and Response to Site

the design opportunities they can stimulate.

turned into almost anything, but it’s necessary to develop a

-

The programme.

function tailored to the building and the location to establish a

-

The adaptations which are influenced by the above

new relationship between space and function. Adaptive re-use

two categories; this final phase is the development of the

conversions result in a shift in the traditional relationship between

adaptations to the building and the potential development of

object and use; whereas an envelope is usually designed for a

the site adjacent to the building.

given program, in the case of new construction, this envelope
already exists in structures for which new uses must be developed.

The initial design was an exploration of conceptual sketches

This is where the challenge lies for the architect in the reversal of

concerning the access and entry with consideration of views,

this traditional definition. Below are three conceptual diagrams

sunlight and function.

of various uses and spaces throughout the existing building.
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6.2

Space Requirements

read. However, as reading and study became more and more

Dormitory - Monks’ Cells

important in the intellectual development of the monk, and,

Each cell is 2.7 meters wide by 5.5 meters long and 2.7 meters high.

therefore, his community, libraries became a standard feature in

All the cells have natural exposure and the variables between the

monasteries. In this project, the library is located at the junction

cells are kept to a minimum to ensure monotony. The differences

of the cloister, allowing habitation of the void courtyard space,

are the result of specifics related to the location of the cells. Each

similar to the inhabitation of the covered fountain in a medieval

cell has a small area that overlooks the cloister courtyard below.

cloister layout. The reading room looks out over the courtyard

A continuous roof over the cells and the dividing walls symbolizes

and directly at the church, a reminder of the spiritual element in

the overarching community that the individual monk has chosen

the midst of an intellectual endeavour.

to be a part of. The majority of monks are expected to live in
these cells. While these cells are more isolated from the main

Refectory

thoroughfare of the monastery, the architecture is less articulated

The third and last table in a monastery is the refectory, where

than the other spaces, blending into the facade.

the monks partake of the main meal of the day, usually at
midday. The refectory is representative of physical and mundane
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Library

requirements of a human being that need to be met to make

While the library is not one of the three tables, it is probably

the necessary sequential setting focus on being a monk. The

the next most important communal space in the monastery.

refectory is inserted into the middle of the continuous cloister

Medieval monasteries did not always have a library; the wall of

around which the most routine functions of the community are

the church facing the cloister had benches for monks to sit and

carried out. This reduces its importance about the church and

chapter house. However, its location at the pivot point of the

Chapter House

cloister suggests its importance about the other spaces around

The second of the three tables is the chapter house, the table

the cloister. Its location, furthest from the church, serves to

of

reinforce the juxtaposition of the physical and the spiritual, and

Traditionally, this is the place where the Abbot gives spiritual and

the spectrum of needs in between.

intellectual instruction to the whole community and where issues

instruction

and

decision-making

within

the

community.

are discussed and decisions made. The role of the individual
Within the refectory, the seating is similar to the choir stalls in the

monk in the political process of the monastery is then increased

church. The monks dine facing each other but in absolute silence

significantly, and decisions are made and implemented with the

and meditation, while a fellow monk reads from a book to the

consultation of the entire community. The Abbot’s role is viewed

whole community.

increasingly as a facilitator and empowering agent, even though

Similar to the chapter house, the views are targeted towards

he wields authority second only to God within the community.

the north-facing window where the head table, with the
three superiors, is situated. The focal point is apparent and

The nine-meter cubed space meant nine meter high walls and

acknowledged. However, once seated, the views open up to the

a high ceiling. The chapter house is solid concrete masonry

east as well as to the north, affording the monks visual connection

except for a north-facing glass facade that orients the seating

to the exterior as they partake of their meal in silence.

arrangement to face the north, where the three superiors are
seated. The square around which the community gathers is one
step lower from the entry level, emulating the traditional stepped
seating of medieval chapter houses. The north-facing glass wall
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admits indirect northern light into the space through a system of

the spiritual. Thus, locating the chapterhouse next to the church

louvers that controls the views. Once in the centre, aware of the

signifies the direct correlation and simultaneous tension of the

unity of the community under God, the individual monk is then

spiritual and the political.

able to look beyond the interior to the exterior.
At the end of the entry sequence for the monk, the church
Positioning the chapter house next to the church and giving it

takes a backseat and directs the view of the entering monk or

prominence at the entry to the monastic complex are both

potential novice towards the chapter house. Given the significant

intentional. The church no doubt symbolizes the ultimate centre

happenings in the chapter house, its proximity to the entry of the

of the monastery, indicative of sheer size relative to the rest of the

monastic complex serves as a symbol of its prominent role in the

monastic complex. However, the role of the politically minded

character formation and development of the community into

monk has increased in significance, and is reflected in the

which the individual monk is entering.

architecture through its form and its location. The chapter house
is the place where the symbol attains consciousness, where the

Church

directives of God for the community are discussed, and choices

The first of the three tables within a monastery, the church is the

are made to implement them in all aspects of the community

table of worship and sacrifice, indicated by the presence of the

with the ultimate goal of spiritual growth and maturity, pressing

tabernacle and the altar. The interior of the church is traditionally

forward to their destiny in Christ. However, this will to submission

divided into three sections - the sanctuary, the choir stalls for the

to God in the community’s choices can be tipped out of balance

monks and separate choir stalls for the lay brothers.

if the community is not careful and allows the political to overrule
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The desire to be more inclusive of the public in the liturgy requires

From the public’s vantage point in the church, the monks and the

a rethinking of public seating in the church. This design has the

sanctuary are “in the light.” This subtle use of light to “exclude”

public adopting the stalls previously allocated to the lay brothers.

the public, without using any physical separation, serves to

This way, the public simulates the seating positions of the monk so

amplify the unknown and purity of the spiritual. It symbolizes the

as to participate more fully in the monastic chants, even if they

distinctiveness of a deep communion with God without rendering

are separated from the monks.

it inaccessible.
The flat roof, above the public seating in the church, functions as

The church is to be made of heavy concrete masonry walls and

a roof terrace available to the monks. The terrace is walled in to

floors. The ceiling of the public portion of the church is of like

provide privacy from the surrounding neighbours but has specific

material, enclosing the public in a dark and heavy cube of space.

openings that orchestrate a unique set of framed views out into

The sanctuary and the monk’s choir stalls are further differentiated

the landscape.

from the public area by a pitched roof made of lighter material.
The altar and sanctuary are illuminated by a skylight between the
slanted roof and the eastern wall of the church. The sanctuary is
raised one step, typical of Cistercian monasteries, implying the
importance of the altar as the focal centre of the church.
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A

E
Figure 79 A-H:
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B

C

D

F

G

H

Schematic plans of church arrangements showing the development from axial to eccentric character and radial to concentric character.

Brewery

The brewing vats today are made predominantly of stainless steel,

Initial design decisions must be driven by the organisational

although these vessels will have a decorative copper cladding

demands of the equipment, and one of the things that is unique

for a nostalgic look.

to breweries is that the equipment has a massive impact on the
design project. In many ways, the design will work around the

The design of a brewery is a multifaceted problem that requires

equipment.

optimisation for several types of beer beyond a design for one

The design requires an open floor plan for the packaging lines

particular type of beer. This is needed as any operating brewery

and tall areas for coolers, dry storage and the fermentation

brews a variety of beers, and each requires a different ratio of

tanks. Once these specifics are determined, the aesthetics come

sugar and hops to water and yeast. The design of the brewery

into play. The outward façade of 20 Drake Street also plays an

consists of developing several batch systems in sequence.

important role to take advantage of the public realm.
Initial brewing involving the mash tun and wort kettle can be
This brewery is to include a tasting area which allows the

finished in a single afternoon, but fermentation requires more

public to enter the realm of the monastery. The local aesthetic

than a week for completion. Post-production of the beer,

of the industrial zone of the ‘City Destructor’ will play a role in

including conditioning, filtration, carbonation and bottling, calls

creating a unique environment because if the project creates an

for additional days of work.

atmosphere that is way out of place, it’s not going to excite a lot
of people. Although the contrast of this with the monastic lifestyle
creates a certain attraction.

design response

Figure 80 Indicative render of tasting area 					
(illustration: author’s own)
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Figure 81 Indicative render of brewing area 					
(illustration: author’s own)
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The tasting area and storage spaces require two different

6.3

Unwrapping

of

the

Cloister

and

the

environmental needs. The tasting area needs a welcoming

Contemplative Walk

atmosphere with sunlight, natural ventilation and an orientation

The significant element of this document is the exploration

towards the mentioned vistas. The storage areas require controlled

of the traditional enclosed cloister and how it might be pried

climates and a dim atmosphere. Disintegration in the functions is

open to reflect the spiritual experience. This spirit encourages

to be solved by positioning the tasting space above the ground

the individual development of each monk in the context of

and the storage underground.

community and acknowledges the role of contemporary culture
and society in the understanding of the Catholic faith.

This document is an attempt to explore the repercussions of the
new openness and individuality on the monastic typology.
One of the direct results of this project on monastic architecture
was the provision of private cells for each monk. However, this
change does not fully capture in architectural terms the paradigm
shift brought about by this project on monastic life.

The document tries to express more fully the new openness
and individuality in monastic life by the gesture of unwrapping
the traditional cloister, which embodies the essence of the
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community. It was important that the unwrapping did not take
away from the traditional inward focus of the cloister as a symbol
of the community’s separation from the world and the corporate
unity of its individual members.
In the final design, the unwrapping of the cloister involves cracking
open this sacred void space to allow individuality to flourish but
only as it enriched the life of the community.

The unwrapping weaves itself through the massing of the entire
monastic complex. It begins at the entry to the monastery and
continues through the church and the south wing, pivoting
around the library and refectory.

The interplay of open and closed, inside and outside, exposed
and hidden, formal and informal, in the monastery expresses the
tension of un-wrapping the cloister while preserving the secrecy
and mystery found within.
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6.4

Façade Analysis

the original masonry of the façade has been recreated with

The new striking glass enclosure will jut out above a sea of

various sizes of the perforations in the steel sheets. There are

surrounding industrial buildings, acting in stark contrast to the

several concepts for external artistic lighting, determined by the

existing brick facility while also providing ample light for the

happenings carried out in the building.

monastic and brewing operations below it during the day. The
consideration that the monastery possesses the qualities of a

6.5

major structural urban element must also be kept in mind. The

The design concept, based on transparency throughout, was

contemporary involvement restores the essential role of the

developed to put the brewing process as well as the monastic

building in its urban arrangment and its character as a benchmark

lifestyle on display to ensure the patron is immersed in the whole

in the cityscape.

experience from multiple touch points within the building. Visitors

Also – the programme of the use of the church helps to regain

are introduced to part of the brewing process as they enter from

its functional significance for the city. The interventions in the

Drake Street with dramatic floor-to-ceiling glass walls framing

monument follow the contemporary values of the adaptive re-

views of the brewing process Further into the space, an open

use theory and practice for respecting the original material and

beer hall with long drinking and eating tables features window

different periods of the history of the object.

walls that look into the brewery. Throughout the building and

For the understanding of the initial building structure, perforated

site, strategic connections link people to one another and the

Corten sheets are to be introduced as it complements the

brewery.

colours of the existing building; meanwhile it is being recognized
as contemporary. The typical alternation of the brick layers of
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Development of Floor Plans

Figure 82 Investigative models (author)

design response
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design response
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The following diagrams are taking the previous floor plate
investigation and exploring them in section.
The first represents the walls and height difference and how they
emphasise an enclosed space.
The second shows the in-between space. It allows for an
experience during a transition from one side of the wall to the
other. Lastly, this concept offers the option of a cell, creating a
pocket of space. It also creates a relationship between the inside
and outside.

Figure 83
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Difference in Space

Figure 84 Experiencing the in-between

Figure 85 The cell

design response
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conclusion
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Selected

practical

examples

designed

by

contemporary

architects were discussed. The framework from these examples
emphasize

the

different

techniques

used

to

whole community along with the public integration of the church
and brewery areas.

incorporate

traditional elements with contemporary monastery designs. For

The developed final design will demonstrate an approach that

the design aspect of this project, the previous analysis created a

integrates the non-negotiable features of monastic architecture

momentum for the development of spatial relationships between

and the contemporary design approach that provides preliminary

the public and private spaces within the monastery.

architectural alternative to the distant traditional methodology
of Cistercian architecture.

Throughout the research project, the main architectural design
challenge was to merge the traditional and symbolic elements

Asserting religious identity in the form of architecture is difficult

of a typical monastery within the contemporary framework of

especially in the developed countries. Therefore, it is essential to

the project. It was important to explore more traditional forms of

introduce contemporary architectural solutions that incorporate

typical monasteries to distinguish the negotiable features from

traditional concepts that do not send a message of territorial

the essential characteristics of Cistercian architecture.

invasion in order create a coexisting environment for peaceful
dialogue.

Through continual explorations of visual and physical privacy,
the project ties together many techniques to achieve practical

The proposed monastery effectively offers a sacred space which

solutions to the most challenging task of this project, to allow

caters to a wide range of people within Auckland as well as

for separate space the monks lifestyle and become part of the

another point along the pilgrimage line. The facilities provide a

conclusion
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social space within the confines of and as an intricate part of the
monastic lifestyle is a concept that has of yet not been developed
in New Zealand. This design this offers a viable alternative to the
population to the current sacred facilities in Auckland.
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